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Abstract 

Comparison between websites to improve their performance and optimization. Applied bibliographic research to 

understand and survey the concepts applied at work, adopting quantitative research through a questionnaire aimed at 

random audiences, documentary research to support important information on websites, informal magazines and 

descriptive research to analyze the effect of this study based on in the information presented. Five sites were adopted, one 

of which is a previous version and the other is a current one, with different characteristics to check its performance and 

optimization on the web. As explained, it was possible to verify the bottlenecks regarding the performance and 

optimization of the websites. With the applications of the necessary tools it was possible to improve the performance of 

the sites and with that the loading of the page became faster due to the compression in the loading of the images and also 

in the use of JavaScript, Css and Html. With the tools properly presented to improve performance and optimization, it is 

prominent to express the due improvements of the sites used in everyday life. 
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Abstract 

Comparison between websites to improve their performance and optimization. Applied bibliographic 

research to understand and survey the concepts applied at work, adopting quantitative research through 

a questionnaire aimed at random audiences, documentary research to support important information on 

websites, informal magazines and descriptive research to analyze the effect of this study based on in the 

information presented. Five sites were adopted, one of which is a previous version and the other is a 

current one, with different characteristics to check its performance and optimization on the web. As 

explained, it was possible to verify the bottlenecks regarding the performance and optimization of the 

websites. With the applications of the necessary tools it was possible to improve the performance of the 

sites and with that the loading of the page became faster due to the compression in the loading of the 

images and also in the use of JavaScript, Css and Html. With the tools properly presented to improve 

performance and optimization, it is prominent to express the due improvements of the sites used in 

everyday life. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

According to Mike Belshe (2010) in his article “More Bandwidth Doesn’t Matter (much)”, the indicators 

that hinder the performance of web pages are Band, Latency and Server. The e-commerce company 

Amazon has already concluded that each 100ms impact 1% of revenue (Equivalent to 30.270 million per 

year, 2019 revenue). Microsoft showed that 2s more latency on Bing decreased revenue by 4.3% 

(experiment done at Velocity Conference). And the reverse statement is also valid: Yahoo! explained that, 

for every 400ms of improvement in page performance, traffic increases by 9% (Own studies in 2008). 

Caelum (Web Development Blog) looking for the culprits for poor web performance did an experiment on 

its own website, making the pages load from 2s to 4s worse, pageviews dropped 28%. The experiment 

exposed how web performance and optimization directly impact the website's impact, which in this case 

were 21% drops in the time users spend on the site, and an 18% drop in conversion rate. 

With the above, the good customer experience is fundamental, and it is evident that the final performance 

depends more on the client side than on the server side. Aiming at these usual difficulties, mainly in the 

front-end and web servers, it becomes interesting to stimulate alternatives and good practices to improve 

the process of loading the performance of web pages, such as the use of optimization techniques to reduce 

traffic and so catch the attention of more users with faster sites. 

 

2 THEORETICAL REFERENCE 

2.1 Gzip 

Reduces the size of named files using Lempel - Ziv (LZ77) encoding. Whenever possible, each file is 

replaced by one with the extension '.gz', maintaining the same ownership modes, access and modification 

times. If no file is specified or if a file name is-, standard input is compressed into standard output. Gzip 

will only attempt to compress regular files. In particular, it will ignore symbolic links. (GNU.ORG, 2016). 

 

2.2 Minification 

It occurs after the web application code has been written, but before it has been released. When a user 

makes a request for a web page, the minified version is sent instead of the full version and with that it is 

possible to get a faster response and at a lower cost from the internet band. Minification works by analyzing 

and rewriting parts of a website that are defined by text files (HTML code, CSS, JavaScript, etc.). It is 

usually performed by the web server before sending the response to the client machine or there may already 

be a ready version in more manual version control situations. Even with standard minification techniques, 

it is possible to reduce the rendering time of a page by up to 60%. You can also make huge performance 

gains without compromising the user experience. (MUNDOJS, 2018). 

 

2.3 TinyPNG 

Uses intelligent lossy compression techniques to reduce the size of PNG files. By selectively decreasing 

the number of colors in the image, fewer bytes are needed to store the data. The effect is almost invisible, 

but it makes a big difference in the file size. PNG is useful because it is the only widely supported format 

that can store partially transparent images. The format uses compression, but the files can still be large. Use 
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TinyPNG to reduce images for your applications and websites. It will use less bandwidth and load faster. 

(TINYPNG, 2015). 

 

2.4 JPEGmini 

It is a photo recompression technology, which significantly reduces the size of photographs without 

affecting their perceptual quality. The technology works in the domain of baseline JPEG, resulting in files 

that are fully compatible with any browser, software or photographic device compatible with the standard 

JPEG format. JPEGmini is capable of reducing the file size of standard JPEG photos by up to 80% (5X), 

while the resulting photos are visually identical to the original photos. The algorithm mimics the perceptual 

qualities of the human visual system, ensuring that each photo is compressed as much as possible, removing 

redundancies, without creating visual artifacts in the process. This allows for maximum and fully automatic 

compression of photos without the need for human intervention. (JPEGmini Technology, 2011). 

 

2.5 Lossy 

It means losses. Lossy image compression is a process that loses some of your image data. Thus, reducing 

the file size. This process is irreversible, and means that redundant information will be removed 

permanently. This technique can compress the original image considerably, but it is usually compensated 

for by the quality. While the size may be quite small, your image may be pixelated with inferior quality. 

And that is why it is good to have a backup of the file before doing this. (HOSTINGER). 

 

2.6 Lossless 

I mean lossless. Unlike the option shown earlier, lossless image compression does not reduce the quality 

of an image. This is because this method removes only additional non-essential data that is automatically 

generated by the device used to take the photo or the image editor. The downside is that you will not see a 

significant reduction in file size. Sometimes the size will remain close to the original. As a result, it is likely 

that you will not save a considerable amount of storage. This lossless compression method is best for 

images with a lot of text and with a transparent background - alpha layer. The formats that benefit from 

lossless image compression are RAW, BMP, GIF and PNG. (HOSTINGER). 

 

2.7 HTML 

It is a markup language used in the construction of web pages. HTML documents can be interpreted by 

browsers. The technology is the result of the junction between the HyTime and SGML standards. The first 

versions of HTML were defined with flexible syntactic rules, which helped those unfamiliar with 

publishing on the Web. Over time, the use of tools for HTML authoring has increased, as has the tendency 

to make the syntax increasingly rigid. . Despite this, for historical reasons (backward compatibility), 

browsers are still able to interpret web pages that are far from valid HTML code. Every HTML document 

has bookmarks, words in angle brackets (chevron) (<and>); these markers are the language formatting 

commands. An element is formed by a marker name (tag), attributes, values and children that can be other 

elements or text. The attributes modify the standard results of the elements and the values characterize this 

change. (Dave Raggett, 1998). 
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2.8 JavaScript (JS) 

It is a scripted language, interpreted, based on objects and prototypes, multi-paradigm and dynamics, 

supporting in addition to the object-oriented style, the imperative and functional styles. An interpreted 

language is one in which the analysis of the source code takes place at the same time as the code is executed, 

without prior compilation. The concept of language based on objects and prototypes comes from the 

concept of object orientation, but it differs in one sense: each new object is created by cloning existing 

objects, which are called prototypes. In object-oriented languages, the behavior of instances is traditionally 

defined in classes that hold a collection of methods and attributes, with the addition of new behaviors done 

by extending the existing class, requiring that for each object there be a class with its own definition. 

Prototypes-oriented programming favors the relationship between objects for further division into classes. 

Through an existing object, instances are created and only after these created objects can they be classified 

in a structure similar to the class model. In addition to loading a clear syntax, easy and fast association, one 

of the main qualities of JavaScript is the ease of testing the language quickly, which helps the developer, 

allowing him to see the result of his code in almost real time. JavaScript also has dynamic typing, that is, 

it is not necessary to define the type of variables when declaring them (to do so, just use any of the reserved 

words available for declaring variables in JavaScript - such as var, let or const). (Daniela Rocha, 2017). 

 

2.9 CSS 

It is a language that complements and formats HTML by better organizing lines and adding new 

possibilities to the code. With it, you can modify practically everything within your layout such as colors, 

background, font characteristics, margins, fills, position, even the site structure itself with the float property. 

CSS helps to keep a document's information separate from the details of how to display it. These details on 

how to display the document are known as the style. You keep the style separate from the content so you 

can avoid duplication, make maintenance easier, and use the content with different styles for different 

purposes. (HOSTGATOR). 

 

2.10 Cache 

It is the device or instrument through which it saves data, such as images and HTML, that are needed to 

display a web site. The intent of this data recording is to help with the bandwidth. So, the next time you 

view a page again, it will take less time to load because a cached version of the page has already been saved. 

In other words, because you have a cached version of the page, your browser will not need to send a new 

request to display that page. It is important to know how a browser cache and cookies together can affect 

your work in relation to updating pages on your site, testing forms and other pages that are not displayed 

correctly, among other related issues. This variable is easy to understand and is usually one of the first to 

be corrected, as it can in most cases solve the problems you are facing on your site. (BR HUBSPOT). 

 

2.11 WebPagetest.org 

It is a tool that was originally developed by AOL for internal use and was open source in 2008 under a BSD 

license. The platform is under active development on GitHub and is also periodically packaged and 

available for download, if you want to run your own instance. The online version at www.webpagetest.org 
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is run for the benefit of the performance community, with several companies and individuals providing the 

testing infrastructure around the world. In exchange for running a test site, partners obtain their logo 

associated with the site and a banner on the site. The hosting of a test site is open to anyone interested and 

does not constitute an endorsement of the services offered by the partner. (WEBPAGETEST.ORG, 2008). 

 

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Use of the Gzip plug-in, which is on the web servers to be enabled. TinyPng, Jpegmini, to optimize images 

online. Web page test, to perform and test the performance of web pages. Uglify, to use code minification. 

Bibliographic research will be approached to carry out a survey of data from reliable sources such as 

Scientific articles, Books and Magazines specialized in Performance and Optimization, from which 

information about the impacts of the quality and performance of web pages will be sought. Quantitative 

was used to obtain the data collection, through a questionnaire through an online platform, in which 

googleforms was used, with a multiple choice closed questionnaire containing 12 (twelve) questions, thus 

obtaining research results and checking the bottlenecks of web performance. Documentary will be done 

through materials with informal content, such as websites, newspapers, through which important 

information will be found for researching the performance of pages, tables and graphs. Descriptive it was 

possible to analyze the information collected, generate the graphics and check where the biggest 

bottlenecks of the web pages are in detail. 

 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using a speedtest from Manaus to New York, ping resulted in 180 milliseconds, using wolframalpha, that 

the speed of light in the optical fiber, point to point without going through any server, results in 50 

milliseconds. Although 180 is a high number, it should be at least 50 ms, making it very difficult for humans 

to make improvements. For Google to rank the sites in its index, it considers these milliseconds for pages 

that load slowly, putting a worse rank. 

The following will be presented to the proposals for improvement in Web Optimization and Development. 

 

4.1 Optimization 

Bringing the server closer to the user. 

Use the content delivery network, for all content to be closer or even distributed if the site is accessed by 

several different audiences, large sites do this with facebook, google. 

The first good practice for having a website that performs and loads quickly is to have the server as close 

to your customers as possible. Also thinking about the cost benefit, depending on the situation, the server 

does not need to be exactly in Brazil. 

 

4.2 Image 

The image being responsible for 2/3 of the total loading of a page, so the second practice is to optimize the 

images. For example, when taking a photo, the camera will put various information into the image (gps 

location, camera information) and being optimized for super quality is usually not so necessary for use on 
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the web. 

This is done in an automated way, optimizing JPEG, PNG and other images, usually using plug-in systems 

that integrate TinyJPG and TinyPNG image compression services, which are currently the most popular. 

 

4.3 Web development 

As it was said that the image is 2/3, there is still another 1/3. When writing the code, the good practice is 

to write the organized and commented code, it is good to organize, but when it is rendering in the browser 

there is a lot of unnecessary stuff that passes as comment, space, line break. 

 

4.4 Minification 

One way to directly map a website's performance is to view its size, files, css, js. Using minification as a 

good practice, being something similar to what was done with the image, which is to take all the css, 

javascrpts and html files and do the minification, removing from the file everything that is unnecessary for 

the browser to understand the file. For example, commented codes, and spaces that will be excluded leaving 

only the code on a single line. 

 

4.5 JS, CSS and HTML 

It has a simple way of minifying JS and CSS, cutting out functionality of the site, for example, removing 

CSS leaving the site doing less action resulting in less code. However, assuming that the site must be very 

complete and well optimized, it is cutting useless data and sending less data that is optimized. 

Using the Node online tool UglifyJS (JS minifier), you can get an idea of what the minified codes will look 

like, allowing you to install the machine and automate this tool using the following command. 

$ npminstalluglifyhs 

Once the tool is installed, it allows use on the command line. 

$ uglifyhs site / assets / js / teste.js 

After using it, UglifyJS minifies the file and returns the minified code. 

The same command applies to CSS and HTML, using the node to install UglifyCSS and UglifyHTML. 

 

4.6 Cache 

By default, the server is enabled to not cache, to prevent things that want to be dynamic (banner, ads, 

advertisement), having to explicitly configure what should be cached. 

The browser currently waits for the font to download to display the text, so if the font takes a long time to 

download the user is basically accessing a page without text, then seeing the cache solution, enabling it for 

the font to download once and leave it in the cache so that all navigation does not need to download again. 

The client-side is always prepared to cache what the server says to cache. 

 

4.7 Gzip 

Gzip is a setting that is enabled on the server, it compresses the data that wants to be sent to the server, and 

the server when receiving it unzips and displays it, transparently to the user. 

By enabling the plug-innginx, for example, it has the advantage of checking if the file is very small and 
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does not pay to compress and send. 

As lately the biggest bottleneck on the internet is latency, GZIP becomes a fundamental tool recommended 

mainly for text files, in which case it saves up to 80% of data. 

 

4.8 Tests 

By doing the test using the website www.webpagetest.org and making a visual comparison, such as, for 

example, this comparison test of e-commerce sites, comparing two different sites with the same proposal, 

your loading time is even fully loaded. 

 

Fig. 1: Comparison of two e-commerce. 

source: The Authors, 2020. 

 

Comparison of loading between two e-commerce companies resulted in two different results, to discover 

the reasons, all the methods exposed in this article should be analyzed. 
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Fig. 2: Regarding e-commerce 8.2. 

source: The Authors, 2020 

 

With the figure of e-commerce-1 (8.2) presenting a very heavy amount of image, occupied 57.6% of the 

total page size, and as the image is a resource that has to be downloaded and is almost always updated in 

e-commerce sites greatly affect load times. 

 

Fig. 3: Regarding e-commerce 5.4. 

source: The Authors, 2020. 

 

Analyzing the figure of e-commerce (5.4) you can see that it has a very clean code, with lightweight JS and 

CSS and without losing the functionality of the site. And even though JS is 43.8% of the total site. It loads 

much faster, because the site's functionality is often constant, different from e-commerce images that tend 

to update routinely. 

Now for the second test, comparing two online course sites: 
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Fig. 4: Course 1 website.           Fig. 5: Course 2 website. 

source: The Authors, 2020. 

 

Obviously comparing which site is faster, the online course site 2 continues to appear relatively short, it is 

interesting to look at the data of this difference: 

 

Fig. 6: referring to the figure of course 1 (1.9). 

source: The Authors, 2020. 

 

It is interesting to analyze how the figure of the online course website 1 is very light and still delivers all 

the features using 59.5% only of JS, and with the images well optimized. 
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 Fig. 7: referring to the figure of course 2 (4.5). 

source: The Authors, 2020. 

 

The figure of the online course website 2 proves how Gzip becomes fundamental in code optimization, 

reducing JS from 5mb to 1.2mb thus making the site very light loading in just over 4 seconds. As the figure 

of the online course website 2 presenting a greater range of image shown in the figure of the online course 

website 1, it obtained a good optimization without losing quality. 

And for the final test, the old version and the current version of a website were taken before and after 

programming the indicated good practices. 

 

Fig. 8: Current site.  Fig. 9: Site old version. 

source: The Authors, 2020. 
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With the current site taking 3.6 seconds and the old site taking 13.3 seconds showing the result of good 

programming practices, being able to analyze some interesting information: 

 

Fig. 10: Referring to the old version site. 

source: The Authors, 2020. 

 

Since JS, image and CSS are the biggest blocking feature of the website rendering, making the first view 

of something readable happen only after 12,820s of loading, it becomes obvious that this website is 

considered slow. 
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Fig. 11: Referring to the current version website. 

source: The Authors, 2020. 

 

After using the mentioned practices, the result is: 

With a reduction greater than 80% of the total page size making the information on the page appear in 

2.749s and 2.6 the page fully loaded. 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

With the above characterized by two types of tests on different sites, two in comparison to different sites 

and a test on different versions of the web site, which configure a greater information transition, it is 

possible to deduce that all of them tested and paid due attention to Js, Css, Gzip and image optimization, 

showing how professionals working in the area feel this difficulty. And the verification made in different 

versions of the web page ensures that the improvements generate desirable results without losing the 

functionality of the page. 

After monitoring the scenarios, it appears that it is satisfactory, the uses of optimizations and good practices 

that are fully present for web development, mainly in the front-end issue and web servers with presented 

results reach less than half of the loading time, data reduced by more than 80%, more satisfactory websites 

to load, without losing the functionality of the page. 
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